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Takagawa Hitomi

Takagawa Hitomi (Yamataigo: 高川仁美) is an NPC controlled by GM Andrew and a player character
played by Yuuki.

Takagawa Hitomi

Species & Gender: Female Minkan
Date of Birth: 2日 6月 YE 01

Organization:

Yugumo Merchant Spacy
Senate of Yamatai (Former)

Tsubomi (Sabbatical),
Star Army of Yamatai (Retired),

Star Army Military Police (Former),
Star Army Intelligence (Former),

Scientific Studies Service (Former),
Yamatai National Police (Former),
Yamatai Security Agency (Former)

Occupation: Fleetmaster (大将)
Former Senator for the Koukotsu System

Rank:  Fleet Master

Current Placement:
 ISS Evenstar
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Physical Description

Height: 155cm (5'1“)
Weight: 66Kg (145 1/2lb.)
Measurements: 104B 71W 107H (41-28-42)
Bra Size: 34DD
Build and Skin Color: Hitomi is strongly but femininely built, with broad shoulders, a heavy bust,
wide hips, and well-developed musculature. She has pale, ivory skin.
Facial Features and Eye Color: Hitomi's features are typically Asian, with dark brown, almond eyes.
Hair color and Style: Black hair, it is straight and cut to shoulder-length with no bangs or fringe.
While on duty, she keeps it styled in a neat, tidy bun.

Distinguishing Features: Human-style ears. Hitomi is very prim, impeccably groomed, and always, always
perfectly to standard.

Personality

Personality Type: ESTJ
Moe Archetype: Tsundere
Image Song:
Battle Theme: Mysterious Destiny – Helena Noguerra

Voice Actresses:
Yamataigo (邪馬台語): Ai Kayano (茅野 愛衣)
Trade: Scarlett Johansson
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As a Star Army of Yamatai officer, a law
enforcement officer, and a teacher, Hitomi is
used to being the authority. She is
disciplined and stern, but fair and forthright.
She is highly educated, articulate, and very
assertive, having the kind of easy charisma
that served her well in her brief period in
SAINT and later as an investigator. Hitomi
isn't cold, or unfeeling, and was among her
students' favorites despite her strict
standards, retaining the deep kindness and
genuine desire to help from her days as a
Medic despite the jaded cynicism her
experiences engendered, as well as a sharp
sense of humor. She's authoritative, rather
than authoritarian, believing in order, rather
than dominance. Hitomi is practically an
encyclopedia of regulations of all kinds, and
proud of knowing the minutiae of them all.

All of this changes the moment she relaxes even the slightest, typically when she gets even a little bit of
drink in her. The top buttons come unbuttoned, the bun is let down, the shoes come off, and she can be
every bit as lewd and crude as she was in her Star Army of Yamatai days as a junior officer, standing on
the table during karaoke. It's because her strict, disciplined façade has everything bound very tightly,
and the least bit of release brings everything bottled up out to the surface with the violence of a geyser.
The acerbic, sarcastic, witty humor turns bawdy and raucous. Borderline alcoholism is her secret shame.

History

As old as the Yamatai Star Empire itself, Hitomi was born in YE 01 as a Geshrin in Geshrinopolis, Yamatai
(Planet). In YE 21, as soon as she was old enough, Hitomi enlisted in the newly-formed Grand Star Army
as Star Army Medical Officer. Hitomi fought in the Fourth Elysian War, receiving medals for valor,
heroism, and sacrifice. After a few tours, including aboard a Yui-class Scout, she attended Kyoto War
College. Afterwards, and on her graduation-with-honors, she was invited to join Star Army Intelligence as
an Star Army Intelligence Operative.

The bulk of her time in SAINT was spent around monitoring and observing the nascent United Outer
Colonies, during which time she transitioned to being an Star Army Intelligence Analyst. Intelligence work
was not for Hitomi, however, as disillusionment in the aftermath of UOC secession and its subsequent
place as the front lines of the Second Mishhuvurthyar War made it difficult for her to remain, as did
relegation to shipboard duty. So, in YE 31, when the Star Army Military Police began training
investigators, Hitomi was one of the original intelligence operatives that joined them.

She began taking correspondence courses through the Scientific Studies Service (SSS) - Gakuin
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(Academy) in Anthropology, Psychology, and Sociology, eventually retiring from the Star Army to
finish her education full time, earning degrees in all three. After this, she served in the Scientific Studies
Service (SSS) - Tanken (Tansaku) Scientific Studies Service - Security, then left for the Yamatai National
Police to become a detective before being picked up by the Yamatai Security Agency. When the Star
Army Military Police introduced the Close Protection Specialist branch in YE 39, Hitomi reapplied for her
commission, opting to volunteer for Giretsu training at the Star Army School of Advanced Infantry
Combat to reconnect with her Star Army of Yamatai roots and strengthen her military skills, gaining her a
promotion to Shosa along the way before training for CPS.

She was sent to War College for her Masters' degree, and was promoted to Chusa and made an Overseer,
but just as Star Army Intelligence Analyst didn't suit Hitomi, neither did supervising. Moving on to Taisa
required entering the Command track and effectively removing herself from doing her job in favor of full-
time management. After a year in the position of Overseer, Hitomi chose instead to retire from the Star
Army of Yamatai for a second and final time, opting for a teaching position at Tsubomi in YE 41. Hitomi
taught as a graduate assistant at the War College and at Star Army Academy while completing her
master's degree, and later as an adjunct professor while teaching at Tsubomi. In her second year of
teaching, in YE 42, she received a communiqué from her former commander, Ketsurui-Motoyoshi
Katsuko, about a special assignment.

After a year spent on the ISS Shiori serving as a teacher to Motoyoshi Eidan, Hitomi retired to a cottage
provided by the Motoyoshi Clan at Ainu Orchards as a thank-you for her service to the clan and her
protection of Eidan through the difficult year. However, she hardly got to live there, as shortly after the
beginning of YE 43 she moved to Paradise City, on Koukotsu II, in order to become the system's Senator1).

Politics

Hitomi became increasingly restless with retirement, but didn't want to go back to the Star Army of
Yamatai or law enforcement, but needed something more than teaching, even if she loved it. Expressing
her feelings to her friend Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko, the latter convinced Hitomi to make a run for the
Senate of Yamatai. Leveraging her connections with the Motoyoshi Clan (begrudgingly), and her career in
the Star Army of Yamatai to boost her popularity, Hitomi became Senator for the Koukotsu System in YE
43. She resigned from the Senate of Yamatai after serving less than two years in late YE 44 after
receiving an offer to once again be the teacher for the ISS Shiori for her now-older former students.

Return to the Shiori

In late YE 44, Hitomi once again became the teacher, mentor, and guardian for the group of prodigies
aboard the ISS Shiori. Leaving for the Kosuke Sector ahead of the Departure Of The Combined Colony
Fleet, Hitomi and the crew explored Becurn III, arriving in the middle of a planetwide nuclear war2).

Merchant Spacy

In late YE 45, after leaving the war-torn Becurn System, Hitomi and the rest of the Shiori crew were
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assigned to the ISS Evenstar (Yoi-no-Myōjō) as part of the newly-constituted Yugumo Merchant Spacy3).

Skills Learned

Hitomi is trained in all Star Army Common Skills, Scientific Studies Service (SSS) - Tanken Standard skills,
and Giretsu Skills. She is trained in occupational skills for Star Army Medical, Star Army Intelligence, and
Star Army Military Police, as well as those for Star Army officers.

She has bachelor's and master's degrees in Military Science from Kyoto War College and degrees in 
Anthropology, Psychology, and Sociology from Scientific Studies Service (SSS) - Gakuin (Academy).
Additionally, she has a teacher's certificate.

Additional Skills

Besides Star Army Common Skills, Hitomi has developed the following skills over her long career:

Biology

Hitomi is trained in anatomy, physiology, and microbiology as would be expected for a Star Army
Medical officer.

Chemistry

As a Star Army Medical officer, Hitomi was trained in biochemistry and pharmacology over and
above the basics.

Communications

Well educated, literate, articulate, and charismatic, Hitomi has the people and paperwork skills that
reflect her career as a clandestine Star Army Intelligence Operative, undercover detective, trained
psychologist, and educator.

Fighting

As a former police officer, Hitomi is trained at making arrests against resisting suspects with as little
effort and risk to herself and the arrested individual as possible. Besides Star Army Close Quarters
Combat and what is taught at the SAIC she has been trained in CRIED and Sesshoku Sentō Ichi-Kai while
with Star Army Intelligence. She practices Yamataian Jujutsu4), and coached it during her tenure at
Tsubomi.
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Domestic

Hitomi is, to say the least, a neat freak. She can whip up some pretty darned good hangover cure
comfort food as well, when pressed.

Entertainment

Hitomi likes to sing karaoke, especially while drunk, and is good at it. She knows a lot about beer,
wines, and liquors. As a clandestine agent and undercover detective, Hitomi's acting skills are highly
developed.

Humanities

Hitomi has degrees in several of the social sciences: anthropology, psychology, and sociology.
With her background in anthropology and sociology, Hitomi is very knowledgable about the various
cultures found in the Kikyo Sector, with great breadth and depth both, and is comfortable with etiquette
and protocol in many of them. She knows how to use a sword for ceremonial purposes, and how to
behave in high society.

Knowledge

Hitomi is an enyclopedia of Star Army of Yamatai regulations. She is very knowledgable in both military
and civilian law, being a retired officer and having training as both a military and civilian law enforcement
officer.

Leadership

While never in the Command track, Hitomi is a graduate of Star Army Officer Training and attended Kyoto
War College for both a Bachelor's and Master's degree in Military Science. She was a teacher and coach
at Tsubomi. She is a Fleetmaster in the Yugumo Merchant Spacy.

Rogue

With a background as a clandestine intelligence agent and undercover detective, Hitomi is exceptionally
streetwise, and is adept at fitting in with the underworld and feeling out its power structures. She is
additionally trained in covert entry tactics such as lockpicking and security circumvention, as well as
concealing items on her person or in vehicles or structures. With her acting skills, she can easily con,
fast-talk, haggle, and seduce her way through most any situation.
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Science and Medical

In her training as a Star Army Medical officer, Hitomi learned not only first aid, but also surgery,
pathology and medicine.

Starship Operations

Serving aboard the ISS Shiori and ISS Evenstar (Yoi-no-Myōjō), Hitomi has had to learn the ins and outs of
starship operations on the job.

Vehicles

Hitomi can drive wheeled and hovering ground vehicles, including motorcycles, as well as Airbikes, the
latter of which she enjoys racing as an amateur.

Social Connections

Takagawa Hitomi is connected to:

Motoyoshi-Ieyasu Taro
Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko
Motoyoshi Eidan
Freydis Inugami (Kyoto War College)
Motoyoshi Kuroko (Tsubomi)
The rest of the Azure Legion

Inventory & Finance

Takagawa Hitomi has the following:

Yugumo Corporation Standard Issue
Shipboard Duty Issue
Security Detail Loadout
Keisatsu Issue

Kikyō Scouts Adult Leader Standard Issue

Clothing

4 Graviton Projector Equipped Brassieres
Various articles of Yuuko's Undies lingerie
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1 Little Black Dress
1 Business Suit, charcoal grey
1 pair Dress Shoes, pumps, gloss black
1 Leather Bomber jacket with fur lining, brown
Tsubomi Teacher Uniform
1 Formal Kimono
Various articles and outfits of Fashion in Yamatai
Several Old Star Army Exercise Uniforms
2 yukata (cotton robe)

white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army Starships
white, with Star Army of Yamatai Hinomaru logo print
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals

Electronics

Starkwerk Touchcomputer, with a civilian Kessaku OS and PANTHEON access connecting to
Tsubomi's server network

Weapons

1 Styrling Man Cannon, .455 Loud Boom with trigger job
Brown Leather Holster
Brown Leather Bandolier
4 .455 Styrling LB, Box of 45 Rounds

1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 29
4-in-1 Multiple-Carry Concealable Holster (Appendix, Kidney, Hip, Ankle)

1 Yui Scout Ceremonial Sword (original owner)

Personal Effects

1 Whiskey Flask, filled with Mazrit Brandy
1 bottle Delsaurian Dusk, YE 21 vintage
Type 32 Airbike

Airbike Equipment
1 Fancy Wallet

1 Tsubomi Faculty ID/GS card/Driver's License
1 Retired Law Enforcement Officer Badge
1 Star Army of Yamatai Retired Personnel ID
1 KS Card

Really Nice Luggage
Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top

Tomoyo's Kikyo
Combat Lifesaver Award
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Starship Award
Secret Ops Award
Combat Award
Fourth Elysian War Service Ribbon
First Mishhuvurthyar War Service Ribbon
Second Mishhuvurthyar War Service Ribbon
Exploration Award
Service Award
Training Award
Chusa Rank Pin
Star Army Medical Patch
Giretsu Insignia
Star Army Intelligence Patch

Takagawa Hitomi currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by Yuuki on 01, 30 2020 at 18:49 using the Character Template Form.

Approval Thread

In the case Yuuki becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Takagawa Hitomi
Character Owner Yuuki
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location ISS Evenstar (Yoi-no-Myōjō)
Character's Home Koukotsu System
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Retired
SAOY Rank Chusa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Military Police
Qualifications Giretsu, Giretsu, Medical
SAOY Entry Year YE 21
SAOY Exit Year YE 41
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Koukotsu System
Political Party Indepdendent
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https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/motoyoshi-rising-to-a-new-star.70929/
4)

YNP and SAoY, mixed martial art allows for enhanced capabilities
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